
A Stretch Fabric System
A display wall in  

less than a minute!



Quick presentations 
need simple tools

A POS activity using a  
SnapUp Stretch unit, 2x3. 

It can’t be 
quicker and easier! 

“Stretch” is our newest SnapUp addition and offers 
the quickest and easiest way to set up and display a 
seamless large format graphic print. Ideal to use at 
short-term events and exhibitions, when time is a 
decisive factor.
The graphic image is printed on a stretch fabric ma-
terial and then attached to the system with velcro 
tape. In erecting the system, the fabric is automati-
cally stretched out and a smooth surface is achieved. 
The printed fabric remains attached to the system 
also during take-down and storage. 
It can’t be quicker and easier!



Three different standard sizesThis is the way it works

There are two possibilities to pack and transport the Stretch unit. Choose between 
a padded carrying bag and a hard case on wheels. The hard case on wheels can 
be converted into a counter unit with a wooden table top and a wrap-around graphic 
panel.

Cases and bags

2x3 = 1500 x 2225 mm 3x3 = 2225 x 2225 mm

4x3 = 2950 x 2225 mm
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Sign & Poster Stands

Frames & Banner Rails

Banner Stands Trade Show Stands Pop-Up Stands

Literature Racks Modular displays

www.markbric.com
A Family of Dependable Displays™

Since the invention of Flexiframe in 1985, Mark Bric has, year-by-year, 
developed a complete programme of easy to use, reliable and economically 

priced display and exhibition products. 
Directed at the sign, retail and trade show industries worldwide, it is now 
probably the most comprehensive product range on the market for indoor 

displays. Our network of distributors and dealers in over 70 countries around 
the globe, guarantees that all our existing and future clients, will have the 
best possible advice and service on all Mark Bric products. Whenever and 

wherever your next presentation event takes place... 
We get your message across®.
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